We have built a distributed chess program running over a network of workstations. The program consists of several independent "advising" processes each using different chess knowledge to evaluate the position; each evaluator offers its advice to a coordinating process, which uses a selection policy to choose the move. We have built the advisors redistributing the knowledge included in a strong sequential program. We have made experiments with several different knowledge distributions and move selection policies. Some programs we built are sensibly stronger than the sequential program from which we started using seven workstations only.
Introduction
Modern networked systems make available more and more computing power at cheaper prices, and this encourages the development of CPU-bound distributed AI programs which exploit the new hardware. Chess-playing programs are certainly CPU-bound, but they are also difficult to parallelize. In fact, to build a strong parallel chess program is much more difficult than building a strong sequential chess program, because there are many special problems introduced by parallelism: most heuristics developed to improve the performance of parallel alphabeta do not scale well to parallel implementations [MarCam82] .
In this paper we show that a distributed chess program based on distributed knowledge is a viable alternative to programs based on parallel search. We consider a widespread hardware architecture, i.e., a network of general-purpose workstations (SUN) . We have programmed and tested several distributed chess programs using a parallel programming language, namely Network C-Linda [CarGel90] . All the programs are based on a software architecture consisting of a set of independent agents having different chess knowledge; the agents coordinate themselves in the choice of a move. This idea is quite novel in computer chess, even if we were inspired by some ideas of Schaeffer's [Sch87a,Sch87b,Sch89] and Althöfer's [Alt89, Alt91] .
A design decision which simplified our work was that we wrote our programs not from scratch, but reusing a strong chess program, namely GNUChess; it won the last editions of the championship for programs running on the same platform [Bea93].
Our main working hypotheses were based on the researches by J.Schaeffer on the analysis of chess knowledge in numeric evaluation functions [Sch86] and on the parallelization of search in the ParaPhoenix program running over a network of workstations [Sch87b, Sch89] . These works, and others [MBS91] , show that parallel search cannot gain too much advantage from several processors when it is supported by complex domain-oriented heuristics; thus, it is necessary to find alternative methods for exploiting the computing power potentially offered by modern networks. Our approach, based on distributed knowledge, seems to offer new hopes for improving the playing strength. This paper has the following structure: in the next section we recall the Schaeffer experiments; in Sect. 3 we describe the basic tools we have used, i.e. GNUChess and the Linda coordination language. Sect. 4 describes our approach, introducing the concept of knowledge distribution and move selection policy. Sect.5 summarizes a number of experiments we have done with different knowledge distributions and selection policies. In Sect. 6 we show how this approach was used in the design of a chess program. The last section includes our conclusions and describes a number of ideas that we are still exploring. Finally, in the appendix we include a game played using the approach described in this paper.
Knowledge in Chess
In [Ber82] we found a discussion on two basic types of chess knowledge which interact with search:
-directing knowledge, that is applied to internal nodes to guide the search aiming at improving efficiency of alpha-beta.
-terminal knowledge, that is applied to leaf nodes to produce a measure of the quality of the position.
We are here interested in the second type of knowledge, as embedded in typical evaluation functions given in form of polynomials. We especially intend to study the relative importance of all knowledge pieces included in the GNUChess evaluation function.
Evaluating knowledge terms
The main study on terminal knowledge as implemented in evaluation functions of chess programs is contained in [Sch86] . After having defined an evaluation function as a polynomial correlating a number of "knowledge terms", Schaeffer defined and tested eight knowledge terms, corresponding to eight different positional evaluation categories:
• Material (M): the net balance of pieces on the chessboard;
• Space control and Mobility (SM): a measure of each side's freedom of movement;
• Pawn Weakness (PW): pawn weaknesses (backward pawns, weak squares);
• King Safety (KS): an assessment of the Kings' safeness;
• Center Control (CC): a measure of control over the central 16 squares;
• Pawn Structure (PS): a measure of strategic aspects of pawn structure (doubled or isolated pawns);
• Incremental Scores (IS): heuristic bonus to improve the value of typical good moves, like Rook to the seventh rank, developing a piece, etc.
• PLanning (PL): a bonus to moves which follow a given plan as generated by a planner.
A first experiment made by Schaeffer attempted to evaluate the relative importance of these knowledge terms, augmenting incrementally a basic evaluation function so that it became more and more knowledgeable. The table shown in Fig. 1 gives the relative Elo rating evaluation of a number of different evaluation functions. Such a table defines an order among knowledge terms, obtained comparing the results of several experiments in which different combinations of knowledge terms were incrementally tested. In absolute terms, the Elo evaluations are low because they are influenced by the depth of search.
The main results of these experiments are:
• apart from material M, the most important knowledge term is mobility SM: this is also confirmed by the increment obtained after introducing SM.
• apart from SM, adding other knowledge terms gives only marginal gains in strength; interestingly, IS seems to give a negative contribution, but it is useful in combination with other terms. In fact, terms KS, PS and PL all give negative contributions if tested alone, whereas they give a positive result if combined with IS.
• king safety KS gives a very strange contribution: in most positions it has no importance, but when it matters, it makes the difference between winning or losing the game.
Schaeffer made other experiments on knowledge terms: starting from a "complete" polynomial he deleted incrementally more and more terms, to see which were really useful. SM was found the most important addition, whereas PW the most delicate deletion if the polynomial is very rich in different knowledge terms.
Distributing knowledge
In 
Our approach
We inted to explore th eidea of "distributed knowledge", i.e. of chess programs composed of several independent processes having different knowledge on the game. In the rest of the paper we describe a systematic approach for designing and evaluating chess programs based on distributed knowledge. Following the suggestions given in [Gil78] , we used two kinds of tests to drive our design process: a) we let our distributed programs to play tournaments of 20 games against the original GNUChess; and b) we tried the programs' strength on a set of 500 middlegame positions taken from the 5.000 described in [LanSmi93] .
The tools
Since we intended to build a distributed chess program, we decided to start from the Schaeffer experiments to make new experiments on parallel search, aiming at discovering where it is better to put the computing power we have available.
Our work has been experimental in nature: we have tested a number of well known algorithms and a new idea for structuring the software architecture of chess programs. We have set up a "software laboratory" including two main tools: GNUChess and Linda.
GNUChess
GNUChess is a chess program written in C (about 3,000 source code lines in version 3.0), that is portable on a variety of platforms. The main weakness in GNUChess is possibly its documentation, so we will spend a few words to describe it shortly. Fig. 4 gives an idea of the GNUChess software structure using a dataflow syntax. The program is based on brute-force search implemented by a variant of alphabeta, namely falphabeta, enriched with aspiration-search, quiescence evaluation, iterative deepening, and ordering of internal nodes of the game tree. Falphabeta is the basic search algorithm used to compute the minimax value of a game tree. Its main feature is that, given the initial window (alpha,beta), it computes a more stringent limit with respect to alpha or beta if the search fails.
This is useful to make more efficient the iteration of search driven by aspiration-search.
The GNUChess evaluation function contains the following main knowledge terms: f(position) = material (M) + mobility (X) + positional value of pieces (B) + king safeness (K) + control of center (C) + pawn structure (P)+ attack/piece protection (A) + relationship pieces/pawns' structure (R).
We analyzed such a function evaluation repeating the Schaeffer experiments but using the approach of solving 500 middlegame positions taken from a set of 5,000 and these are more difficult to solve.
We reorganized the code of GNUChess as a "library" of chess routines called inside our These simple experiments allowed us to gain confidence in GNUChess as a benchmark adversary in the experiments we will describe in the rest of the paper.
Linda
Linda is a parallel programming model that has been embedded in several sequential languages [CarGel90] ; it is based on the concept of tuple space, a dataspace that is logically shared among several process but that can be physically distributed over a network.
Linda is more precisely defined as a coordination language, i.e., as a set of languageindependent operators for parallel programming. Linda supports cooperation between independent processes using tuple operators to control access to a shared multiset of tuples.
These operators have been added to the syntax of several sequential ``host'' programming languages, such as C and FORTRAN.
Tuples
Tuples are finite sequences of fields; the number of fields is the arity of the tuple. Every field has a value and a type drawn from the host language. The type of a tuple is the cross product of the types of its fields. Fields in a tuple can be structured values, like arrays. However, it is more common to distribute a data structure across several tuples.
Example: Suppose that some processes have to share a map that describes how each player controls space on the chessboard: the map associates to each square the strategic value that a piece could acquire if it were in that square; the map depends on the game status and it is updated for each move. Such a map could be distributed over several tuples all having the following structure: ("map",piece,square,value). The first field has type string, the second is a char, whereas both third and fourth fields have type int. The type of the tuple is string x char x int x int.
Tuple space
The tuple space is a multiset of tuples, i.e., identical tuples may exist in the tuple space.
Processes communicate by inserting, removing, and examining tuples in the tuple space: the tuple space is a shared data object. Access is associative, i.e., processes use pattern matching to access tuples. Pattern matching is based on the concept of an anti-tuple: an anti-tuple is similar to a tuple, except that some fields can be typed variables; these are prefixed by a ``?'' symbol. We say that a tuple t and an anti-tuple a match if and only if: i) both t and a have the same arity;
ii) values in corresponding fields are identical;
iii) a variable in a and some corresponding value in t have the same type.
The result of a successful matching operation is that variables in anti-tuple a obtain the values contained in the corresponding fields of tuple t.
Example: The anti-tuple ("map",'b',51,?value) matches the tuple ("map",'b',51,320), and the integer variable value is assigned the value 320; the same anti-tuple does not match the tuple ("map",'b',51,320.0) because of a type mismatch in the last argument.
Tuple operations
Processes in C-Linda execute ordinary C programs that can include Linda operators. These are out, in, read, and eval.
The out operator inserts a tuple into the tuple space. This is a failure-free non-blocking operation.
Example: out("array",1,3) inserts the tuple ("array",1,3) into the tuple space.
The in operator removes a tuple from the tuple space; its argument is an anti-tuple. If more than one tuple in the tuple space matches the anti-tuple, one is chosen non deterministically. If no matching tuple can be found, the process blocks, waiting for a matching tuple to be inserted by another process with an out operation.
Example: in("array",1,?c) matches the tuple ("array",1,3); variable c assumes the value 3. If no matching tuple can be found, the process blocks.
The rd operation is similar to in, but leaves the tuple in the tuple space.
Operators out, in, and rd are the main tuple operators in Linda. Several Linda implementations offer two more operators that are predicates on the tuple space, namely inp and rdp. They are equivalent to in and rd except that they are non-blocking and return a boolean value indicating either the success or the failure of the operation.
Finally, the last but not least operation provided by Linda is eval, that activates parallel computation. In fact, eval is similar to out, except that some fields in the tuple may be function invocations: these fields are called active fields, and the tuple is called an active tuple.
A new process is created for each active field. When the evaluation of all active fields in an active tuple terminates, the tuple itself becomes an ordinary tuple in the tuple space, i.e., eventually an eval is equivalent to an out.
Example: Let f(x) and g(x) be two functions declared in the program. The operation eval("array",f(1),g(1)) creates two new processes to evaluate each of the active fields. When both processes finally terminate, for instance resulting in f(1)=2 and g(1)=3, the tuple ("array",2,3) will appear in the tuple space.
Operation eval can be used to create "live" data structures, i.e., structures that are initially associated to some computation that when terminates results in a component of the data structure [CarGel90] .
The master-worker model
Operation eval allows to spawn an active tuple: this is the basis for parallel execution. There are several possible software architectures that can be programmed in Linda; one of the most useful is the master-worker model [CarGel90] . Tasks created during the parallel evaluation of a program are dynamically distributed among processors. The program should be structured as follows:
• a master process generates tasks and coordinates the collection of solutions;
• several identical worker processes pick and execute tasks and return task results to the master.
There are two main data structures:
• a multiset of tasks (agenda);
• a multiset of tasks results.
Such a model is easily applied to problems that are decomposable using a list of tasks to be executed. Each worker picks a task from the agenda; when a task is terminated, a new task can be chosen. This architecture has good load balancing properties.
To generate tasks the master tipically executes the following code: for(i=0;i<n;i++) eval("worker",worker());
The master process creates jobs for idle workers; if no idle workers are available, it takes a job for itself. At the end of the job it checks for results from the workers, and restarts the cycle.
The following program fragment shows the usefulness of inp and rdp operators: while (!tasks_ended()) { while (!tasks_ended() && !rdp("free_workers,0)) distribute_a_task(); if (!tasks_ended()) execute_a_task(); while (inp("result",?r)) collect_results(r); }
Distributing and Coordinating Knowledge
Our first idea was to exploit Linda to build a playing program based on parallel search; developing some experiments for comparing the parallel algorithms we report elsewere [Cia94] , we had the idea to exploit our experimental lab to test a completely different distributed software architecture.
The basic idea is to have several independent evaluators (we call such processes "advisors") which use different knowledge on the game. The approach we have followed to generate the advisors consists of "splitting" the evaluation function of GNUChess to develop several players each having a simplified and different evaluation function. We call this "distributing knowledge", because it amounts to have several cooperating agents with different knowledge on the same domain.
We expected the following advantages of the new approach to parallelization with respect to the classic one:
-with several independent searches each embedding different knowledge we can collect more "good" candidate moves with respect to parallel alphabeta methods, that only return one move to play; -most searches could reach a deeper exploration of the game tree with respect to their sequential prototype, being based on simpler evaluation functions. 
G1
G2 Gn for (istance=1;istance<n_istances;istance++) out ("job",istance,QUIT); else /* workers update their state */ { out ("move_selected",move_selected); out ("sincr",n_istances-1); for (istance=1;istance<n_istances;istance++) out ("job",istance,DO_MOVE); in ("sincr,0); /* synchronize master and workers */ inp ("move_selected",move_selected); } } for (i=1;i<n_istances;i++) /* workers terminate correctly */ in ("istance",0); return (); } A worker is an independent agent that searches a position and returns a candidate move. break; } } return (0); } Using such a master-worker skeleton, we have built several chess-playing programs based on distributed knowledge; they differ in the number of independent instances they include (from a minimum of 3 to a maximum of 6); in the approach to the distribution of knowledge terms; in the selection algorithm used to choose a move among the candidates computed by the workers.
Distributing knowledge
Out method for distributing knowledge works as follows: given an evaluation function P T that is a polynomial including n knowledge terms t i , we define the set T = {t 1 ,t 2 ,…,t n }; then we can build several functions derived from P T simply using different subsets of T.
For instance, analyzing the evaluation function of GNUChess, we find eight knowledge terms.
Combining in all possible ways these knowledge terms, we could build 2 8 different composite players, but we did not test all possible combinations. We have kept low the number of instances for each composite player, including in all combinations those knowledge terms that according to Schaeffer are most important, and that in our hopes could contribute most to the generation of a list of good candidate moves; for instance, material was always included. Fig. 7 summarizes the playing programs we have built. In the first column there are the four approaches we used; in the second column there are some labels we will use in the rest of the paper; in the last column the knowledge distribution is described.
Distribution Label

Selection policies
The selection algorithm can be based on several policies; initially we have experimented mainly two policies:
• democratic (simple majority);
• weighted, with constant or variable weights. In the version with fixed weights we have given to each term in the evaluation heuristic a weight based on their relative importance according to Schaeffer; in Fig. 8 we show weights resulting in two distinct selection policies. 
Selection policy
Heuristic Simple General
Fig. 8 Weights for selecting a move
Let I=(Ei1Ei2…Eik) be a playing instance and W: E→int a function that maps to each of its heuristics a weight; we compute the weight of I as the average of the weights it employs: The results shown in Fig.9 are not simple to evaluate; however, some features are quite clear:
• 75% of parallel players is stronger than GNUChess; this is an encouraging result because it shows that knowledge distribution can improve playing strength;
• among successful players, most won 13-7 and even 14-6, a result that in Elo terms gives a difference of 150-200 points using from 5 to 7 workstations only; this also is encouraging, because results for programs based on parallel search we need at least 10 workstations to have a comparable improvement [Cia 94];
• in general, players based on more instances play worst; possibly this shows a problem in either the use of selection heuristic or the choice of the combination of evaluating functions (this last possibility in some way was anticipated by Schaeffer, who proved that some knowledge terms are more efficient if combined with others);
• balanced knowledge looks better than other distribution policies: it seems the approach that balances better the different kinds of knowledge;
• move choice based on weighted selection looks better than democratic majority, except for players based on incremental distribution of knowledge. This anomaly is possibly due to a wrong choice of weights that favours weaker instances.
These results were encouraging, but not conclusive. Too many design choices were arbitrary:
ordering of heuristics, distribution policies, selection policies, limitation in lenght of games, use of simplified programs (e.g., no opening book, no hash table). In the next sections we will discuss a systematic approach to the design of a more realistic program based on distributed knowledge.
Evaluating distribution and selection policies
Suppose we have to design a parallel chess program G based on knowledge distribution; let M be the set of moves proposed for a given position by the components of G.
We have two main degrees of freedom:
-we have to choose a distribution policy: how do we distribute knowledge among the various instances of the parallel program?
-we have to choose a selection policy: given a multiset of moves suggested by the instances, how do we choose a move?
We have developed a set of experiments to evaluate some possible design choices.
We formalize our framework. Let P={P1,…,Pn} be a set of different game positions and let best(Pi) be the best move for Pi. Let G be a parallel program including instances I={I1,…,Ik}.
In order to evaluate the different design choices, we define a metric to evaluate a knowledge distribution policy used for G:
• let MG(Pi)={mi1,…,mis} (s≤k) be a multiset of moves chosen by instances of G for the positionPi (i=1..n);
• let dG: P→{0,1} be the following function:
• the metric is defined as follows:
We define also a metric for the selection policy Cs:
• let SelG(Pi) be a move chosen by G applying the selection criteium to multiset MG(Pi)
including moves suggested for a position Pi (i=1..n);
• let dG:P→{0,1} be the following function:
• The selection policy is evaluated by a a function Val that evaluates G normalizing the number of correct moves with respect to the total number of moves:
metric can also be applied to sequential programs, and in fact we will apply it to GNUChess.
In order to correctly evaluate the selection policy separately from the knowledge distribution criterium, we must normalize Val(G) taking into account the overhead introduced by knowledge distribution:
In [Ana90] a statistic analysis of metrics similar to those described above is discussed. Our experiments have been executed on a set of 500 middlegame positions taken from a set of 5.000 described in [LanSmi93] .
The players we tested are described in the first column of Fig.10 .The experiments were made as follows: the single sequential instances composing the programs evaluated all positions; we collected the moves they suggested for each position, and also a number of data useful to compute the metrics. Each position was evaluated by each instance for 60 seconds. The second column of Fig.10 reports the results of such a phase. The table in Fig. 10 shows that GNUChess is better than all its simplified offsprings: this means GNUChess has an evaluation function that is well optimized, and deleting part of the knowledge that is included in it means to have a weaker player.
However, we have also computed the number Nt of positions for which at least one of the players found the best move: Nt=246! This is a surprising and encouraging result that means that for 119 positions (~25%) at least one simpler instance with less knowledge chose a better move than GNUChess.
We can use data in Fig.10 to compare the relative importance of knowledge terms used in GNUChess, and to put our work in perspective with respect to Schaeffer's work:
• analysis of pawn structure is the most important heuristic; here our data disagree from Schaeffer's, who found that such a term is important only in evaluation functions rich of knowledge;
• King Safety is the less important heuristics; here we agree with Schaeffer's results.
However, in an ideal ordering of chess terms such a term should not be the last because it may be decisive to win a game.
• results for other heuristics agree with the ordering given by Schaeffer.
In a second phase of our experiments we evaluated the distribution policies we used for designing players listed in Fig.11 ; in particular we computed the metric C D . Unfortunately, we still have the problem of catching the good suggestion among those suggested! Some solutions to this problem have been evaluated as well: we took into account some possible selection policies. The policies were based on simple majority or based on dynamic weights.
Let a program G include instances I1,…,In using evaluating functions f1,…,fn; let M be one of the candidate moves, and IM={IM1,…,IMk} the set of instances that suggested M; we have tested the following policies that differ for the choice of weight wM:
• minimax value: let P the first position and Pi the last position of the principal variation computed by instance Ii (i=1..n). We define the following selection policies:
(global analysis of minimax value)
• depth: each move gets a weight according to the search depth reached by instance IMi∈IM;
usually search at depth Di is not complete, because it is interrupted by the event "elapsed allotted time" , so it is important to take ointo account the maximum number Nmi of top level moves completely explored. Moreover, we define a constant C (=100) enough large to make
Nm resolutive in the comparison between weights of two moves only when the max depth is the same for both. Thus, actually such a selection policy is similar to to simple majority with special provisions for ties:
• selective search on candidate moves: first some time is given to each instance for computing the suggestions, then a normal sequential search is done on the suggested moves. is ineffective, probably because we used a shallow depth (3 plies only).
We conclude that the selection policies we tested were not able to choose in a sistematic way the best move, although it were included among the candidate ones. We have developed a classification of selection policies, that could be useful to produce a number of other experiments:
• selection based on the best independent minimax value. Each instance suggests a move and its minimax value, and the selection algorithm uses also the minimax values to make its choice. The underlying hypotesis is that all evaluation functions have the same zero value for a totally balanced position and express the same quantitative advantage if they return the same value.
• selection based on the search depth. Weights used in deciding the move could be a function of the search depth reached by each player. Usually each instance will be allotted the same search time, but the maximum search depth they reach is different.
However, this policy penalizes most complex evaluation functions, that normally will be an obstacle to deeper searches.
• Selection based on a selective search of the game tree using only suggested moves.
Another approach consists of using all the moves suggested by the different instances to restart a brute force search with a full evaluation function. We have the problem of balancing the time used for the first phase of distributed evaluation against the second phase of brute force search. This approach seems useful to recognize bad moves, but it seems less able to differentiate among almost equivalent moves.
Tuning a program based on distributed knowledge
After testing a number of alternatives for distributing knowledge and coordinating the advisors, we decided to use a more advanced version of GNUChess, namely GNUChess 4.0.62, in order to exploit its enhanced features, especially the transposition table and enhanced opening book. We designed and tested a number of advisors based on distributed knowledge, using different policies for knowledge distribution. We tested the following policies:
• shared kernel: all instances share a number of knowledge terms;
• balanced knowledge: each instance has the same number of knowledge terms;
• unbalanced knowledge: instances with several terms are combined with instances with two or three terms only;
• incremental knowledge: an instance uses only a few important knowledge terms, other instances use more and more terms.
The evaluation consisted of counting the union and the intersection of all solution set. Roughly, the higher the value of union, the more promising is considered the player; instead, the higher the value of intersection, the "safer" should be the combined player, because any selection policy will at least catch the solutions found by all the instances. Fig.13 shows that balanced and unbalanced distributions are almost equivalent, and also that they are better than the other two policies.
Finally, we built ChessTeam, a chess playing program based on distributed and coordinated knowledge. The selection policies we found most interesting for ChessTeam were the following two:
-fixed weights, using a genetic algorithm to tune the weights; we used the results obtained on the 500 middlegame positions to optimize the array of weights used by the coordinator;
-selective search of all suggested moves ("re-search"), varying the times given to the first phase and the second phase. We found a good balance giving 1/3 of time to advisors and 2/3 to the selective search done by the coordinator.
The resulting versions of ChessTeam were both able to win a 20-games tournament against original GNUchess 4 with scores of 14-6 and 13-7, respectively.
Future works
In this paper we have presented some results of a study on the development of distributed chess playing programs. We have seen that the use of a coordination language helped us in the reuse of an existing chess program, thus simplified our work and improved our confidence in testing new ideas and algorithms. All the programs we built used a software architecture that is a variant of master-worker and that we call "decider-advisors". In order to design an effective program based on this architecture, the designer has to solve two main problems: a) how to distribute knowledge amiong the "advisors", and b) which weights for the selection algorithm should be used by the "decider".
We made several tests to solve problem a); most of the experiments confirmed Schaeffer's results. We developed an approach based on a genetic algorithm to solve problem b).
We claim that our approach was quite successful because we had good results in two kinds of experiments:
1) tests on 500 middle game positions; sequential GNUChess and most simpler instances had a max solution ratio of about 20%. However, the impressive data is that more than 50% of the positions was solved by at least one instance! These data per se do not help in developing the best combination of agents, but at least they show that there is room for research and experimentation.
2) tournaments of 20 games between sequential GNUChess and the distributed players;
some distributed players won their tournaments with clear advantages. We have found an interesting "anomaly": distributed players built of more agents are not always stronger than players built with a smaller number of agents.
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